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Introduction 
 

The Be Love Principles are simple, direct and available for everyone to use in their daily 
life to “be love” in the world. 

And why in the world would anyone in their right mind want to “be love?” Because it 
returns you to the essence of your true self and from that space, life is beautiful. 
Magical. You feel loved and loving, experience joy and true peace. People react to you 
differently, because you’re different. You’re radiating the divine love of All which 
positively affects you, your family, your community and yes, even the world. 

It’s that powerful and profound. 

I had been on the spiritual path most of my life when these principles were given to me 
during a class meditation exercise at the direction of Dr. Robert Holden during his 
Coach Camp event in Toronto, Ontario on May 19, 2018. I had quieted my mind and 
silently asked, “Love, what do you most want me to know today?” (In this exercise and 
throughout this work “Love” is synonymous with God, Spirit or Source.)  

In response to my question, I distinctly heard “be love” and witnessed a series of 
personal scenes each punctuated by a directive that I later understood as a principle. In 
a heartbeat, I experienced four distinct visions each followed by a statement which I 
distinctly heard. This was an amazing, total body experience that left me in awe, joyful 
tears running down my cheeks. It took many weeks for me to fully understand the scope 
of the direct divine experience that had occurred.   

As a result of my spiritual practice, I often feel surrounded and supported by the divine 
and have recognized divine guidance many, many times. This guidance was very 
different. I’ve never experienced anything like this. 

While I absolutely believe being in a supportive, loving class environment contributed to 
my experience, I now know anyone, anytime can have their own direct divine 
experience. We can all live a divinely guided life when we allow ourselves to relax and 
allow divine love to flow through us and override our ego thoughts. 

I don’t have a magic formula for doing this, but I do have a few tips I’ll share on these 
pages. If you’re interested in the whole story of my divine experience, it’s included it at 
the end of this ebook. 

Here I offer ideas on how to tap into your own divine guidance as well as tips on how 
I’ve implemented the Be Love Principles.  
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The Be Love Principles are: 

• Greet everyone with an open heart, without an agenda. 
• See the divine essence in everyone. 
• Forgive quickly, completely and unconditionally. 
• Remember you are the light. You never left the light of the All. 

 

By learning to live these four principles, I believe we can overcome the chaotic pull of 
our ego and truly live from the divine love that we are at our core. Is this easy? It wasn’t 
for me, and I admit I’m still learning to “be love” while running my business, being a wife, 
mother and grandmother. At times it’s a struggle.  

But I do find it increasingly easier to catch myself in the daily drama created by my own 
ego mind and turn back to the benevolent presence of love that’s inside me. It’s inside 
you too. It’s inside all of us. 

It’s my hope that these tips will help you implement the Be Love Principles in a way that 
helps you feel more consistently connected to the divine guidance that’s always 
available to you. 

Be love, 

Diane 

February 20, 2019 

 

“I really believe the Be Love principles are an easy, accessible way for people to make 
spirituality practical. In every moment we create the experience of our lives through choice. 
Taking the perspective that we are pure, sweet Light beings opens us up to choosing peace and 
love rather than hostility or judgment.”  

Andrea Pennington, MD 

Conscious Publishing Director  

of Make Your Mark Global  

 

“It's said when you speak from your heart everybody listens, because God is speaking. That's 
how I felt when I read The Be Love Principles, and the experiences Diane had before they came 
through her. What a beautiful, moving and creative contribution they are to the world.” 

Randi Suskin 

 Spiritual Coach and Teacher 
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Tip #1:   Stay Open  
 

I believe one reason I was able to receive the Be Love Principles was because I have 
been consistently exploring ways to feel more connected to Spirit for many years. While 
I don’t think it has to take years, that’s the way it evolved for me. When reflecting on my 
spiritual journey, I’ve noted the actions I think opened me to this type of guidance in the 
list below. Dedicate yourself to being open to divine guidance to discover how to use the 
Be Love Principles in your own unique way. 

 

Stay Open: 

• Desire to feel more connected to divine source – My consistent intention is to 
understand how to shed any obstacles in the way of my feeling totally at one with 
God and, as much as possible, stay in the feeling of “wholeness” with the divine. 

• Consistent daily meditation practice – More than anything else, meditation 
has enabled me to quiet the constant chatter of my ego mind to be able to 
receive and recognize the divine guidance that is always available.  

• Gratitude – Gratitude is the door to the divine. Create daily gratitude lists, read 
books on gratitude and make a grateful attitude part of your daily life. 

• Consistent spiritual study – Read spiritual texts and other books that deepen 
your understanding and expand your perspective. Watch videos, listen to 
podcasts, attend workshops and events that expose you to new views and 
opinions. Get guidance on which are the best for you at the present time. 

• Daily spiritual practice – What’s the best spiritual practice for you? My mentor 
Robert Holden says it’s, “the one you’ll DO!” Meditate, do yoga, recite positive 
affirmations to yourself in the mirror, create a gratitude list, a daily walk in nature 
and reading from a spiritual text are all great ideas. Create a routine that’s 
meaningful to you and that helps you start the day from a calm, peaceful place of 
divine love. 

• Spiritual Community – On line or in person, participating in a spiritual 
community adds support, encouragement and perspective when you need it. 
Because you’re interacting with others, you can see various ways the divine 
comes through different people which can help increase your awareness of 
divine presence. I’ve found being in the energy of a community dedicated to 
spiritual growth feeds my own spiritual energy, helps my understanding and 
supports me through life challenges. 
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Tip #2  Ask for Guidance 
 

Divine guidance comes in many ways, often in a form you don’t expect. Be open to 
messages that are clear, calm and persistent. Messages can come through any of your 
senses, in a dream, a phrase you overhear at a restaurant or what may seem to be a 
random book you’re given as a gift. Trust guidance comes in the way that’s best for you 
and ask for help in using the Be Love Principles or any guidance you are given. 

 

Ask for Guidance: 

• Show Me Prayer – While you may be more familiar with a “petition prayer” 
where you ask for a specific item or outcome, here you connect via prayer or 
meditation and simply ask to be shown what you need to do or be. “Show me 
how to learn from this situation,” “Show me how to be more loving” and “Show 
me what three steps I need to take next in my business” are all good examples. 
You get the idea. 

• Journaling – I admit this is the technique I dodged for years before promising 
my coach I’d try it. To be honest, I was hoping to tell him “it doesn’t work for me” 
but I was wrong. It’s amazing! I write a few pages at least five days a week and 
have found insights and wisdom flow through my pen as if the act of sitting down 
to write opens the cosmic door to divine wisdom. You can start writing anything 
on your mind or use a writing prompt to get you started. Simply let the 
information come through you. For journaling, I find taking pen to paper is much 
better than trying to type on a computer. Ask for guidance here as well.  

• Meditation – Many people I know will hold a question in their mind as they 
meditate and allow the answer to be given. That’s exactly what happened to me 
when I was given the Be Love Principles. I asked, “Love, what do you most want 
me to know today?” Most of the time the answers are not as dramatic or visual as 
mine were that day, but trust you’re always given what you need. 

• Signs – Stay open to signs from Spirit! Your answer always comes, just not 
always on your schedule. If you think you’re getting a message, trust that you 
are. Not sure what something means? Ask Spirit for clarification and/or check the 
Internet. A quick Google search will reveal the meaning of repeating numbers or 
nature signs like the repeated appearance of specific animals, flowers or trees. 
Signs can come in many forms including messages in songs or even TV ads. 
You can also ask for signs. I have several treasured divination card decks and 
will often consult them when I feel stuck, have a specific question or just want a 
daily message. 
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Tip #3 – Practice Each Principle 
 

One of the most interesting aspects of the Principles is how your understanding of each 
will expand and deepen as you consistently work with them. Tap into the wisdom of 
your own heart and ask how to best do that for you. Below are a few ways I practiced 
the Principles. 

 

Practice Each Principle: 

• Principle of the Week – One by one dedicate an entire week to exploring the 
meaning of each Principle. For example, for Week 1 you could: 

o Meditate daily on the meaning of “Greet everyone with an open heart, 
without an agenda.”  

o Use it as a journal prompt, “Show me the meaning of “greet everyone with 
an open heart, without an agenda” for me now.” 

o Set an intention daily to greet everyone with an open heart, without an 
agenda and remind yourself of that when you answer the phone, see 
people on the street, go to work or address your family members. 

o Use sticky notes posted in prominent places in your home or an alarm on 
your phone to remind you hourly of your intention that day. 

o At the end of the day, note in your journal what you experienced, what 
helped you and what you’d do differently next time. 

• Repeat the Principle of the Week…More Than Once – For subsequent rounds 
you might choose a Principle of the Day but keep at this until you feel very 
comfortable with each Principle and how to live them. 

 
 
"The minute Diane shared her heartfelt story of the Be Love Principals a light immediately arose 
within me. I began to instantly see the light in others. By following her four simple steps my 
relationships and perceptions of those who pass through my life have been transformed. Life has 
become a bit smoother." 

Sandra Roszel 

Holistic Wellness Practitioner 
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Tip #4 – Start with YOU 
 

While I learned a lot from working with the Principles as I lived my normal daily life, after 
a few months I realized something was missing. ME! I was so focused on using the 
Principles with everyone else, I had completely missed a basic spiritual truth. Everything 
starts with me. Since I believe my outside world reflects my inside world, of course I had 
to include myself in the process! 

 

Start with YOU: 

• Focus on Using the Principles with YOURSELF – If your practice of each 
Principle didn’t include yourself, redo the practices mentioned in Tip #3 and focus 
on yourself. In addition, explore these ideas: 

o How does it feel to greet yourself with an open heart, without an agenda? 
How could you get even better at doing that daily? 

o Do you see the divine essence in yourself? When? How could you see it 
more often? How could you remember that essence when you feel 
triggered, guilty or overwhelmed? 

o Where do you have an opportunity to forgive yourself? Even if it wasn’t 
done quickly, do your best to forgive yourself completely and 
unconditionally now. Ask for guidance on how to do so if needed. What 
might help you remember to forgive yourself immediately in the future? 

o What helps you feel one with of the light of the All? Can you close your 
eyes and feel that now? Imagine sitting in a golden light, teaming with the 
energy of joy. Now imagine you become that light. Imagine radiating the 
light of love. 

• My Daily Practice - Every morning before I get out of bed, I say this prayer: 
“Please show me how to be love today. Show me how to greet everyone, including myself, 
with an open heart, without an agenda. Show me the divine essence in everyone and 
everything. Remind me when I need to forgive and who I need to forgive. Teach me to 
forgive quickly, completely and unconditionally. Remind me I never left the light of the 
All.”  I then visualize sitting in the golden light of the All and watch myself 
become one with it. I stay there as long as possible and feel my vibration rise as I 
feel the joyful energy of that light. 

• Sit in the Light of the All – Any time you feel you want to remind yourself to “be 
love” or need to realign with love during the day, shut your eyes and imagine 
yourself sitting in the golden light of the All until you become one with it. Feel 
your vibration rise. Breathe it in. Relax. If you need guidance or have a specific 
question ask it. 
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Tip #5 – Put it All Together 
 

While working with individual Principles are helpful, putting them together to use a 
coherent process helps avoid possible issues and allows you to be the presence of love 
more consistently. Experiment with looking at a variety of challenges from this 
perspective. 

 

Put it All Together: 

• As a stressful or complicated situation arises, or before it does, ask for guidance 
on the following: 

o How can I greet all involved, including myself, with an open heart, without 
an agenda? 

o Show me the divine essence in everyone and everything involved. 
o Show me how and who to forgive quickly, completely and unconditionally. 
o Help me see we are all one in the light of the All. 

• Use this entire process when dealing with issues around: 
o Romance 
o Family  
o Work  
o Health 
o Finances 
o Hobbies 
o Travel 
o Education 
o Spiritual growth 
o Anything and everything else that causes you stress or concern 

 

 

“The Be Love Principles are nothing less than revolutionary – a clear and profoundly effective 
roadmap for anyone seeking more joy, peace and purpose in their life experience. I am grateful 
to have them to apply to literally any and every situation!”   

Heathere Evans 

 Leadership Consultant 
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BONUS:  The Story Behind the Be Love Principles 
NOTE: This story was first published in November 2018 in the book, “Magic and Miracles: 21 Real Life 

Experiences from the Edges of Logic and Science” in a chapter called “How to Be Love.” When I 

submitted my chapter, I had not yet come to know the information I received as the Be Love Principles.  

 

I’ve been through a lot in my life. I had chronically ill parents, was cheated on by my first 

love and had a dangerous first pregnancy, which resulted in my daughter being born 12 

weeks early weighing only two pounds. I was in a long-term abusive relationship, had 

lingering weight and health issues, broken bones, car accidents, financial 

challenges…yep, I’ve lived a full life. 

But I figured it out. After years of attending a traditional church, listening to Oprah, 

reading every spiritual and metaphysical book I could get my hands on and learning to 

meditate…I got it. I gradually realized that my journey was to pursue a spiritual path 

focused on divine love.  

So, I got busy. I quit my job, started my own business and got to work. I spoke about 

love. I wrote about love. I posted YouTube videos on love. I attended workshops on 

love. I read books on love. I was busy with the business of love while trying to 

understand how to be the presence of love for myself, my family, my clients, and the 

world. Why? 

I knew that each of us, at our core, is the essence of divine love and when we can learn 

to live from that place, our lives change. We’re happier, healthier, more at peace. Life is 

more FUN. That’s what it means to live love.  

While I made great progress over the years, my process was still missing a few details. I 

wanted to live love but how the heck do I do that? To find the answer, I meditated daily 

and kept up with my love research. One day I realized wearing T-shirts with LOVE 

beautifully embroidered on the front simply wasn’t enough. I knew there must be more 

to this love thing. I knew, in the depth of my being, that love was the key to a genuinely 
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happy, healthy, productive, passion filled life. I just wasn’t sure where that pesky key 

was hiding! I kept looking.  

Then one day, it happened. Love found me in the most unexpected way. 

 

The Workshop Experience 

I was attending a weekend workshop by my mentor, Dr. Robert Holden, as part of a Hay 

House event in Toronto. Hay House has published many of the self-help, inspirational 

books that helped me literally transform my life and their events offer a unique 

opportunity to meet and learn from the world’s top spiritual and metaphysical experts. I 

was excited to see my teacher, deepen into my understanding of love, and meet new 

likeminded people. Robert is a student of A Course in Miracles, and his teachings have 

given me a solid foundation in the subject of divine love. He uses the term “Love” where 

others use “God,” “Universe” or “Source.” Right up my alley! 

I had attended this workshop before so, I must admit, my expectations were more 

focused on a fun weekend away than on experiencing a life-changing event. 

I arrived early for the two-day “Coach Camp,” and sat next to a friend, prepared to enjoy 

the teachings to come. During one of the class segments dedicated to Robert’s work 

detailed in his book Loveability, we were told that “love IS the answer and Love HAS the 

answers.” We were reminded that Love is intelligent, truly our “ultimate coach” and we 

need only ask to be guided on any life issue. Then it was time for a quick class exercise. 

We were invited to imagine we were having a “coaching session” with Love. As I 

remember it, we were to imagine we were standing on a “foundation of love” and were 

to draw that energy into our hearts. We were to close our eyes, go inside, and connect 

to the intelligent Love within. We were to then silently ask, “Love, what would you most 

like me to know today?” and listen for the response. Since I’d done this exercise before, 

I wasn’t expecting the fireworks that followed.  
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As I prepared for the exercise, I imagined myself totally supported by love as I breathed 

deeply and silently asked the question, “Love, what do you most want me to know 

today?” 

In my mind I heard, “Be Love.” And in the span of a single heartbeat I saw a cascade of 

images, like I was seeing a series of stills from an old movie film reel. I saw myself 

walking up the three steps to my daughter’s front porch. As an observer, I saw myself 

looking through the glass front door to see my then fifteen-month-old grandson, Emory. 

I could SEE the energy of love bouncing back and forth between us as his little face 

broke into a wide grin when he recognized his GiGi, his name for me. I then heard 

distinctly, “Greet everyone with an open heart, without an agenda.” 

In a flash I was inside the house, looking at my beloved Emory. But I wasn’t seeing his 

angelic face and toddler body. I was looking THROUGH him into a beautiful 

effervescent light at his core that I recognized as his soul. I then heard, “See the divine 

essence in everyone.” 

Before I knew it, Emory and I were alone in the living room, playing with his blocks. He 

awkwardly tossed one to me, as a toddler does, hitting me on the cheek. Immediately I 

felt only compassion, understanding he hadn’t yet honed his throwing skills. He meant 

no harm. Again, the inner knowing came through loud and clear, “Forgive quickly, 

completely, unconditionally. He’s a baby. He’s just learning.” 

Suddenly I was in a dark space and could see only the outline of a door, which slowly 

cracked open. A bright, yellow light teaming with vibrant, joyful energy began to stream 

out. Just that small amount overwhelmed me with a feeling of bliss I could barely 

comprehend. Tears started to stream down my cheeks as I heard, “You’re all trying to 

get back here. You don’t understand. You’re already there. You never left. You just 

have to remember.” I realized the love I felt for Emory is but a tiny fraction of the love 

that is in the light of the ALL. It was awe inspiring. My mind could barely comprehend 

what had just occurred. It was beyond anything I can put into words. I sat speechless as 

the tears continue to flow.  

And then it was over. 
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I got through the rest of the day in a bit of a daze and later met friends for dinner. Back 

to my “normal” self, the events of the day seemed distant by the time I went back to my 

hotel room and called my husband Joe, to say goodnight. 

 

An Unspeakable Horror 

“Did you have a good day?” He asked his usual question, but I sensed something was 

off. His voice sounded hesitant, softer than normal. Then he told me. 

The unthinkable had happened. 

Someone we knew had killed their only child, then taken their own life leaving a 

devastated ex-spouse, a grieving family and shocked community. My mind reeled in 

disbelief.  

For the second time that day, I found it hard to speak. My husband tried to comfort me, 

but he was dealing with his own sadness. I hung up the phone, alone with my thoughts. 

I could understand the levels of depression and hopelessness that could lead someone 

to consider taking their own life. I’d been there. But their child’s? Their own flesh and 

blood? How could a loving parent deliberately take the life of their child? I couldn’t get 

my mind around it. 

It was unspeakable.  

As I struggled to sleep, I imagined the last moments experienced by that precious child. 

The flash of understanding right before the end came…and the tortured thoughts of the 

parent who thought this was their only option.  

Around 3am, I sat up in bed and said aloud to God, “You have to show me how to be 

with this. I know I can’t do anything, but how am I supposed to BE with this?” 

I heard the answer loud and clear:  
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“Be love. 

Greet everyone with an open heart, without an agenda. 

See the divine essence in everyone. 

Forgive quickly, completely, unconditionally. 

You’re all just babies. You’re all just learning.” 

I sat in bed, dumbfounded, stunned by the awareness that was growing steadily within 

me.  

Earlier in the spring, I started a new routine at the beginning and end of my day. For 

years, I’d mentally listed each person, situation and thing I was grateful for in the 

proceeding hours and had added recently from the prayer of St. Francis to my process. 

“Make me an instrument of your divine peace. Show me how to serve.” 

“Was this in response to my prayer?” I wondered, as I finally drifted off to sleep. 

 

The Truth Unveiled in Silence 

I woke the next morning and discovered I had totally lost my voice. I could speak only in 

the slightest whisper. I tried clearing my throat, gargled, coughed. Nothing worked. I had 

coughed a little the day before during, class but hadn’t felt sick. This was totally 

unexpected! My throat felt raw. I was tired and in pain. But I still had to finish my last 

day of the workshop. 

And so, my time in silence began. 

I attended the workshop, unable to participate in exercises except with faint whispers, 

hand gestures and quick notes. Strangers offered lozenges, energy healing and hot 

drinks. Their concern and loving care got me through the rest of the class. 

All the while, I was thinking about my grieving friend, the family that was forever 

changed and the instructions I had been gifted the previous day on how to “be love.” It 
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was hard to think of anything else. I remember feeling so blessed to be processing it all 

in the cocoon of love that Robert and the group had created.  

I left for home the next day and arrived with a fever. By now I could only communicate 

by text as my voice was too weak to be heard over the phone. My husband took me to 

the doctor, and I was diagnosed with a nasty “bug” that can affect airline travelers and 

was prescribed strong antibiotics with steroids. The doctor then ordered me to be on 

“total voice rest” for seven full days.  

 

SEVEN DAYS WITHOUT TALKING.  

Those seven days became one of the most significant gifts of my life. Forced to go 

inside to process my pain, I kept a small journal to document my thoughts and feelings. 

I couldn’t discuss what had happened with anyone, couldn’t keep repeating my dramatic 

story to others, or hear myself relive the experience. My experience had indeed become 

“unspeakable.” 

A profound understanding began to emerge. Although surrounded by others, I felt 

utterly alone. Because I felt like no one understood or “heard” me, I could better 

understand the loneliness and despair felt by others. 

“This is what it feels like to feel separate from the light,” I thought, remembering the 

vibrant celestial light I saw emerge from the crack in the door in my vision. 

That realization was like a physical blow to my heart. I felt it. Who could live this way? I 

saw the image of the parent who had taken their life flash before me. I saw their face 

twisted in the kind of anguish that makes the body writhe in pain. For a split second, I 

felt their agony before the final event. Suddenly, in my mind’s eye I saw a waterfall of 

images…the elderly, refugees, prisoners, struggling parents, children in abusive 

situations, addicts, the terminally ill. I realized there are millions of people who feel 

separated from the light of Love every minute of the day. 

I realized each of these haunted images were children of God, just like I was, and those 

I love. Suddenly they seemed more real. A part of me. Since I believe that we are all 
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part of the energy of an intelligent Universe, of course they are each part of me. Part of 

each of us. But what was I to do with this new understanding? 

Then I understood. It’s time to share the story. 

“Love, what would you most have me know today?” 

“Be love. Greet everyone with an open heart, without an agenda. See the divine 

essence in everyone. Forgive quickly, completely, unconditionally.” 

 

Putting Love into Practice 

I am fully committed to doing my best to “be love” day to day, moment by moment, as 

best I can. I’ve spent time in meditation asking for additional guidance on exactly how to 

do that and the process continues to evolve. I’ve been given some suggestions that 

might benefit anyone who wants to live a life of love so they can experience more 

happiness, peace, and purpose each day. 

Greet everyone with an open heart, without an agenda.  

- Start with yourself. Take a breath, smile and greet yourself in the mirror each 

morning. No comments, no judging. Just a heartfelt greeting and sincere wish for 

a lovely day. 

- Remind yourself to smile at everyone and everything. Not just your family but 

also the postman, the person sitting next to you in traffic, the neighbor’s dog. 

Greet everyone with love and without any agenda or expectations. 

- Ask Love for guidance when you need it. “Love, you know I’m not crazy about my 

boss. How do I greet him with an open heart?” Listen, and feel, for your answer. 

See the divine essence in everyone. 

- Again, ask to see this in yourself first. 

- Look for the divine essence in nature. A sunrise, sunset, a mighty tree, the ocean 

tide, all are ready to reveal their divine essence to you. Next, look for it in the 

fluttering butterfly, soaring songbird, and the busy squirrel outside your window. 
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- Look for the divine essence in babies of every kind. Observe the joy, innocence, 

and trusting nature in babies, children, and even in kittens and puppies and it will 

be easier to find it in yourself and others. 

Forgive quickly, completely, unconditionally. My experience with this has been to 

simply be willing to forgive and then to ask Love how to do so. These points may help: 

- Forgive yourself first. For any, and everything.  

- Remember that Love (God) never judges, only humans do. To fully connect to 

the Love inside you is to abandon, as best you can, the need to judge yourself or 

others. 

- Practice forgiveness in minor situations first: the rude guy at the market, a cross 

word from a loved one, or a neighbor asking, again, to borrow tools that they 

never return. 

Every day, as often as you can, seek guidance from the divine love inside you. Live 

from there. You can start by asking,  

“Love, what would you most have me know today?” 

 

 

“The whispers of spirit are always present. When we are open, in mind, heart and soul, we can 
hear their loving messages. Diane Haworth is the embodiment of that truth. Listening deeply, she 
now shares with us the beautiful, sacred Be Love Principles to help guide us, and live by, in our 
ordinary life.”   

Dr. Suzanne Nixon  

Holistic Psychotherapist 
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One More Thing 

It is my sincere hope that these tips have been helpful, and you are inspired to explore 

the Be Love Principles on your own. Trust the wisdom of your own divine heart to teach 

you how to best implement them into your life.  

It takes courage to consciously venture away from a “normal,” or at least a traditional, 

pattern of thinking and decide to be the presence of love. Trust the pull that lead you to 

this work. Your divine soul has handed you a new tool on your path to your deeper 

spiritual awakening.  

How will you use it?  

 

 

 

About Diane  

Diane L. Haworth, MBA, CHPC is an experienced coach, 
speaker and author who teaches her clients to 
consciously connect to the divine within to create a life of 
“Heart-Centered Success.” She is the author of “How to 
Choose Love When You Just Want to Slap Somebody” 
as well as the host and creator of the TV show “Heart-
Centered Success with Diane L. Haworth” that airs in the 

Washington, DC area and on YouTube. She lives in the foothills of the beautiful Virginia 
Blue Ridge Mountains with her husband, Joe, and Rory the cat. She and her husband 
are close to their grown children and extended family including their beloved grandson, 
Emory. To find out more about Diane and her work, visit www.DianeHaworth.com 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Choose-Love-When-Just-Somebody/dp/1452514933/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1532968271&sr=8-2&keywords=diane+l+haworth
https://www.amazon.com/Choose-Love-When-Just-Somebody/dp/1452514933/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1532968271&sr=8-2&keywords=diane+l+haworth
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBsS9FMORB1bqkUUYsaV7hA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBsS9FMORB1bqkUUYsaV7hA
http://www.dianehaworth.com/
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